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ABSTRACT 
There are many known inequalities involving the restriction of immanants and 
other generalized matrix functions to the set of positive semidefinite Hermitian 
matrices. We present a general scheme for obtaining such inequalities. Matrix 
theoretic refinements of Deb’s and Fischer’s inequalities, recently discovered by Pate, 
are obtainable using the scheme. Other known inequalities are discussed, and we 
derive new inequalities that relate characters constructed from generalized diagrams. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
The group algebras over the symmetric groups provides a natural setting 
for the study of inequalities like the inequalities of Lieb and Fischer. We 
begin with a brief description of that setting. For each positive integer n we 
let s’n denote the symmetric group on {1,2,. . . , n), and we let d=S, denote 
the algebra, known as a group algebra, of functions from s,, to C. By A” we 
mean the set of n X n complex matrices, and by 3” we mean the set of all 
n X n positive semi-definite Hermitian matrices. 
In general, if G is a finite group, then the group algebra CC is the set of 
all functions from G to @ endowed with the natural vector space operations 
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and a multiplication defined by 
for each f, g E @G, and (T E G. Elements of CG are typically represented 
by formal sums such as C, E o f(cr >a, and it is from a manipulation of such 
sums that the product formula (1.1) arises naturally. If f E CG, then by f*, 
we shall mean the member of CC satisfying f*(u) = f( u- ‘) for each 
(+E G. As a map f +f* is a conjugate linear involution on @G, and a 
member f of @G such that f * = f is said to be Hermitian. We denote the 
set of all Hermitian members of @S, by W,. We also equip @G with an 
inner product [*, * ] defined f or each f, g E @G by [f, gl = C,,Gf<~)g(T). 
The symbol e, which denotes the identity element in the group G, will 
also be used to denote the identity element in @G. This involves identifying 
the group element e with the function from G to C that assumes the value 1 
at e and the value 0 elsewhere. However, such identifications are natural 
because of the formal sum representations of members of @G. 
In the broadest sense we are concerned with the functions [a](-> : CS,, X 
Mn + @ defined according to 
for each f E CSn and A = [aij] in A”. However, our focus is on the matrix 
functions [f ]( -1 : da + @, alternatively denoted by d,(*), where f is suitably 
restricted. Of course the matrix functions [f I(-> are connected to the group 
algebras @F%” on account of the fact that f is a member of some one of them; 
however, there is another connection involving the functions K~ defined for 
each A = [aijl in J, and cr E s” by K~((+) = I~~=,u,(,~,~. Clearly, K~ E 
@Sn whenever A E&; moreover, if A is Hermitian, then df( A) = [f](A) 
= [f, K_,,] for each f E CSn. 
A beautiful result involving the functions [f I(*> was discovered by I. Schur 
[22] and published in 1918. Schur proved 
THEOREM 1. If G is a subgroup of S, with character A, then [h](A) 
> A(e>det(A) for each A E%, 
Analogous to Schur’s theorem is the following conjecture, which first 
appeared in Lieb’s article [8]. This conjecture has come to be known as the 
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permanent dominance conjecture. A good introduction to this conjecture in 
contained in 191. See 1181 for a related result. 
CONJECTURE 1. If G is a subgroup of s’, with character A, then 
[Al(A) < h(e)pel(A) for each A E%. 
If f E CG is Hermitian, then f is said to be positive semidefinite if 
[fg, g ] 2 0 for each g E CG. Since all characters of subgroups of s” are 
positive semidefinite, the following theorem of Merris and DaSilva [lo] is a 
generalization Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Zf f E 43s” is positive semidefinite, then [f](A) > 
f(e) deti A) fir each A E q. 
Schur’s theorem is to the permanent dominance conjecture as Theorem 2 
is to the following. This conjecture is equivalent to the well-known conjecture 
of G. Soules [21]. 
CONJECTURE 2. If f E CS, is positive semidefinite, then [f](A) < 
f(e)pedA) for each A E%“. 
If x is an irreducible character of s,,, then the matrix functions [x](e) is 
an immanant. Both det(*) and per(*) are examples of immanants. There has 
been considerable progress on the permanent dominance conjecture when 
the subgroup G is §, itself. We shall describe only a few of the results in this 
area. The interested reader should consider [ill, 131, [6], 141, 1161, and 1171. 
By a partition of positive integer n we shall mean a nonincreasing 
sequence ff = (ffi, ffs, . . . , a,) of positive integers that sum to n; if we refer 
to oi where i > t, then we mean 0. If a! is a partition of n, denoted by 
a t- n, then we associate with LY the usual node diagram, and we let h, be 
the associated irreducible character. Tableaux are defined in the usual way. 
There are several strong general results involving characters of s,,. For 
example, in [:6] the author proved the following. If f E CS, and f(e) # 0, 
then we let f and f^ denote <f(e)>- ‘f. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose cx = (a,, (Yz, . . . , a,) is a partition of n, and s is 
a positive integer such that CY, > IX,+ 1. Let /I denote the partition 
(a,, @z,. . * 1 ff, - 1, a,+ 1, * * * > a,,l). Then, [i,](A) > [a,](A) for each 
A EZ$ 
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The inequality of Theorem 3 is what we call a node movement inequality, 
and it leads to many inequalities between pairs of normalized immanants. It 
says that if (Y is a partition of rr and we remove one of the corner nodes from 
the node diagram associated with (Y and place it at the end of the first 
c+mn, the? we obtain the node diagram for a partition p such that 
[A,](A) > [h@](A) for A ~3. If cr and P are partitions of IZ, then we 
write (Y x /3 if [ i,]< A) > [i, x A) for all A E Xn. For example, Theorem 3 
implies that (6,5’, 4,3) % (6,5,4’, 3,1> x (6, 43, 3, 12) t (5, 43, 3, 13). 
The machine to which we refer consists of Theorems 12 and 14, and it 
can be used in one way or another to obtain most of what is presently known. 
New inequalities are presented in Sections 3 and 4. The remainder of this 
section is dedicated to the presentation of some necessary facts about group 
algebras. 
In conjunction, the inner product, the involution, and the multiplication 
on CG enjoy the computational properties recorded in Lemma 1 below. 
LEMMA 1. Zf G is a finite group and f, g, and h are members of CC, 
then (a> (fg)* = g*f*, (b) [fg, hl = [g, f*hl = [f, hg*l, and (c) [f, gl = 
(fg*Xe) = (g*fXe). 
Lemma 1 immediately implies that elements of the form g*g, where 
g E CC, are both Hermitian and positive semidefinite (p.s.d). Moreover, by 
considering the matrix units afforded by the Wedderbum decomposition of 
the semisimple algebra CG it is possible to show that if f E @G is p.s.d. then 
there exists a g in CC such that f = g*g. Thus, we have the following 
characterization of positive semidefiniteness. 
LEMMA 2. Zf G is a finite group and f E CG, then f is positive 
semidefinite if and only if there exists g E @G such that f = g*g. 
If f and g are Hermitian members of @G, then by Lemma 1 we have 
[f, gl = [fg*, el = [g*,f*l = [g, fl = [f, g]; hence, if, gl is a real num- 
ber. If f and g are positive semidefinite, then, by Lemma 2, there exists 
h E CC such that g = h*h; th us, Lemma 1 implies that [f, g ] = [f, h* h] = 
[fh*,h*l~O.LetRandR+ d enote the real numbers and the nonnegative 
real numbers, respectively. We have proved the lemma below. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose G is a finite group and f, g E CG. If f and g are 
Hermitian then [f, gl E R, and iff and g are p.s.d then [f, gl E R+. 
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Note that if A is Hermitian then K* is Hermitian. It is also known that if 
A is p.s.d. then K,., is p.s.d. Therefore, if both A and f are Hermitian, then 
Lemma 3 implies that [fx A) is real. On the other hand, if both A and f are 
p.s.d., then [fKA) is nonnegative, also by Lemma 3. Thus the generalized 
matrix functions map the Hermitian matrices into the real numbers, and the 
matrix functions [fK*>, where f is p.s.d., map K into R+. This establishes 
the following. 
LEMMA 4. Zf f E @S,, and A is an n X n complex matrix, then each of 
the following statements is true: 
(a) Zf A is Hermitian, then K~ is Hermitian. 
(b) ZfA is p.s.d., then K* is p.s.d. 
(c) Zf A and f are Hermitian, then df( A) E R. 
(d) Zf A and f are p.s.d., then d,(A) > 0. 
Wu [23] has shown that if f E CS,,, then [f j( A) is real for each n X n 
Hermitian matrix A if and only if f E l-4,. For this reason we shall focus 
attention on matrix function [f Xv) where f E U-U,. It is convenient to state 
our results in terms of an order relation & on CS,: if f, g E CS,, then we 
write f s g provided that [f K A) < [g ]( A) for each A E q. Wu 1231 has 
shown that < is a partial order on CS,; hence, its restriction to W, is also a 
partial order. Note that Lemma 4 implies that all positive semidefinite 
members f of CS, satisfy f b 0. 
As an example of Lemma 4, suppose A is an irreducible character of a 
subgroup G of S”. Then, as is well known, h = A*, so A E I-U,. Moreover, 
there exists a positive number k such that h2 = kh; hence, h is positive 
semidefinite, so [ A I( A) > 0 for each A E z,, that is, A b 0. The permanent 
function pel(*) is d,(e) in case c = 1, the trivial character, while the determi- 
nant function deli.) is d,(-1 in case c = Q, the signum function. Thus, 
Lemma 4 also implies the well-known fact that per(*) and det(*) are nonnega- 
tive when restricted to 2”. 
We shall have occasion to use pointwise multiplication on CG, denoted by 
*. Clearly, * is associative, commutative, and distributive over + . Moreover, 
the trivial character, I, is a multiplicative identity with respect to *. In 
general, if R c CC, then we define 
&da) = ( 1 if oE0,, 0 if aER’ 
thus, 1 = 1,. We also have the following. 
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LEMMA 5. Suppose G is a finite group and f, g E CG. Zf f and g are 
Hermitian, then f * g is Hermitian. Zff and g are p.s.d., then f * g is p.s.d. 
Proof. That f * g is Hermitian whenever f and g are Hermitian is 
obvious, since we have (f * g>* = f * t g* for all f, g E CG. Suppose f 
and g are p.s.d., and let h be a member of @G such that g = h* h. Suppose 
x E CG, and for each (Y, /3 E @G let z((Y, /I) denote h(aj3_l>x(p). Then 
we have 
Kf*gb 4 = Cf(a7-l>g(a7-l)r((T)X(7) 037 
Since f is p.s.d., the last expression above is nonnegative; hence, 
Kf * gh, xl B 0. ??
If p and 9 are positive integers, then by YP we shall mean {1,2,. . . , p), 
and by _4P we shall mean the set of all increasing functions from YP to Y4. 
Given 6 E Y/, 1 < t < k; we let (* denote the unique increasing function 
from S, 14; to 4, \&‘C&>, h w ere s( 5) denotes the range of 5, and 
define 6 U tJ* to be the member of s” whose restriction to 4 is 5 and 
whose restrictions to 4, \ 3 is 5,. Let r denote the Signum function. 
If A = [aij] is a member of Mn and 5, n EYES, where 1 < t < n, then 
we let A[ 5 In] denote the t X t matrix [aeCij, ,& and we let A( 5 17) denote 
the corresponding complementary submatrix of A. We let Atkl = A[ ~~1 Q.] 
and Ack’ = A( Lkl bk), where Lk denotes the identity map on Sk. Given an 
infinite sequence (x0, xi, x2, . . , ), we define the difference operator V 
according to Vx, = xi - xifl, and obtain higher order differences in the 
customary manner. Thus, 
v9x, = i (-1)j ; “t+j. 
j=O ( i 
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With respect to binomial coefficients we shall adhere to standard conven- 
tions. Thus, if m and n are nonnegative integers and n < m, then 
( 1 m = m! n n!(m - n)! ’ 
while if n > m or n < 0, then we define 
are positive integers, then we define 
to be 0. Moreover, if m and n 
(--) = (-1y(m+,n - 1). 
2. THE REFINEMENTS, AND THE EVOLUTION OF A 
GENERAL SCHEME 
We shall describe the extensions of the inequalitie of Lieb and Fischer 
that recently appeared in [19] and [20]. Then we present two theorems that 
can be used to produce these and other inequalities of this sort. If 1 < t < k, 
and A ~.&j,, then we define 




If t = 0, then 5,. k(.) denotes per(.), and ICI,, k(.) denotes det(*). If t > k, then 
both &, k(.) and I)~, ,(*I denote the zero function. 
Our first theorem, a refinement and extension of Lieb’s inequality [8], is 
the main result in the author’s work [19], while our second theorem, a 
refinement and extension of Fischer’s inequality, is Theorem 1 in [201. It is to 
be understood that differencing (via V> is with respect to t not k. 
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THEOREM 4. Suppose n and k are positive integers such that k < n. If t 
and q are nonnegative integers such that t + q Q k, then Vq&> k( A) > 0 for 
each A ~8. In particular, if 0 Q t < k - 1, then 
-I c c &A[ 5171) p4 A( 817)) 
%?=?I V=? 
-1 
,5+1 lz+,Per( &hl) per( A( 517)) (2.3) 
k k 
for each A E<. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose n and k are positive integers such that k Q n. Zf t 
and q are nonnegative integers such that t + q Q k, then (- I)4 VqrcI,, k( A) 2 
0 for each A E 3. In particular, 
det(A) = +,,,(A) Q &,k(A) Q q~,k(~) ’ “’ 
d $klk.k( A) = det( Aikl) detI(kk’) 
for each A E 3. 
(2.4) 
Of course, the inequalities (2.4) say that if A ~3, then 
-l Q c c +9J5*bwJ rl*) 
,e+’ 7jC$+’ 
xc% A[ 5 1~1) det( A( 5 Iv)) 
for each t such that 0 Q t < k - 1. 
There are numerous examples of inequalities for the determinant function 
that convert to valid inequalities for the permanent function when each deti.1 
is replaced by pel(*>, and each Q is replaced by 2 . In fact, the inequalities 
of Lieb and Fischer are related in precisely this manner. This similarity 
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suggests that there may be a supertheorem explaining all such cases. Unfortu- 
nately, very little concrete evidence for the existence of such a theorem has 
ever been found. Indeed, the proofs for the inequalities of Lieb and Fischer 
are vastly different, depending upon techniques that have very little in 
common. We shall bring these inequalities somewhat closer together by 
showing that their refinements, as presented in Theorems 4 and 5, are 
fundamentally related. 
To describe this relationship we assume that n and k are positive integers 
such that 1 Q k < n. If u E S,, then by 6(a) we shall mean the cardinality 
of the set 1 a-‘(9k) n._~$[, that is, a((+) is the number of members of S, 
that (+ maps back into Yc. If 0 < t < k and u E s”, then we define P:(a) 
to be the quotient 
hence, if t > 6(o), then we have P,“(g) = 0. If t = 0, then P,” is con- 
stantly 1, so [ P,k I(*> is per(*). On the other hand, if t = k and A E &“, , then 
[P:](A) = pel( Aik]) per( ACk)). In fact according to Theorem 2 of [19] we 
have 6,. kc*> = 1 P,” I(-> f or each integer’t such that 0 < t < k. This says that 
[P;](A) =&k(A) = (;)-’ c c Per(A[51771)Per(A(5177)) 
e--$ Te 
for each A ~.&j,. 
It is interesting that P/(a) is the probability that if t members of 3, are 
chosen at random then all t are mapped back into yk by u. Since 6(e) is 
real-valued, and 6(a) = fi(u-‘) for each u E S,, it is bovious that Ptk is 
Hermitian for each t. We claim that P: is actually positive semidefinite for 
each t, 0 < t < k; hence, [ P,k](A) 2 0 for each A ‘X”. To see why this is 
the case, we introduce some additioal notation. If A is a finite set, then we let 
s(A) denote the symmetric group on A, and we let *A) denote the 
idempotent symmetrizer lS(A)]-‘C,,~C,,u, which is a member on the 
group algebra CS(A). I n case A is the empty set, we define *A> to be e, 
the identity in @S(A). If A C r, where I is a finite set, then s(A) is 
regarded as a subgroup of %I’) in the usual sense, that is, if u E %A>, then 
we extend u to an element u of S(T) by requiring that u(i) = i for each 
i E r \ A. Suppose as above that n and k are positive integers and k < n. It 
is a consequence of Equation (2.1) and Lemma 4 of [19] that if 0 < t < k, 
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where a, denotes k!(n - t)!/(k - t)!. Abbreviating 9Q) to 9; and fly” 
\,Y;> to q’, we have P: = u$$~‘S$. But both ,Sq and 3’ are Hermitian 
idempotents; therefore 
by Lemma 1. Consequently, P,” is positive semidefinite by Lemma 2. We 
summarize as follows. 
THEOREM 6. If n and k are positive integers such that k < n, and t is un 
integer such that 0 < t Q k, then P: ’ 
[ P,k]( A) = 5,. k(A) fir each A E&,,. 
2s Hermitian positive semidefinite, and 
It follows from Lemma 8 and Theorem 4 of [20] that $t, k(a) = [P;’ * E Km) 
for each t such that 0 < t Q k. Since Q is positive semidefmite and p: is 
positive semidefinite, Lemma 5 implies that P! * Q is positive semidefinite. 
In summary we have 
THEOREM 7. If n and k are positive integers such that k < n, and t is an 
integer such that 0 d t Q k, then P,” * E is Hermitian positive semidefinite, 
and [P;‘* cl(A) = a,,,(A) fir each A GA”. 
The elements P,” * 1 generate the matrix functions &, k(e), while the 
elements P/ * E generate the matrix functions $t, k(‘). This is the simple 
relationship between the inequalities of Theorem 4 and 5. In case 4 = 0, 
these inequalities may be rewritten as 
l=P,k*l*P;*l~P;*l~ -.* &PI&!*1 (2.7) 
and 
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respectively. This leads to the following question: for which elements f E @S” 
is it true that the sequence Pi * f, P,k +f, . . . , Pi *f is monotonic with 
respect to s ? We shall give a partial answer to this question. Moreover, we 
shall present another instance where inequalities like (2.7) and (2.8) hold 
true. 
Mindful of (2.7) and (2.8) it is natural to define the map I$ : CS,, -P CS, 
according to TI,k<f> = P: *f f or each f E CS,, and t such that 0 < t < k. 
If t > k then we let II:(*) be the zero map. On account of Theorem 6 and 
Lemma 5 we have 
LEMMA 6. If n and k are positive integers such that k < n, t is a 
nonnegative integer, and f E CS,,, then each of the following statements is 
true: 
(a) Iff E I-U,, then II:(f) E I-U,. 
(b) Zf f is positive semidefinite, then II!(f) is positive semidejnite. 
Thus, Lemma 6 implies that if f is any positive semidefinite member of 
CS,, then each term of the sequence P,k * f, P,k * f, . . . , Pi * f generates a 
matrix function that is nonnegative when restricted to Zn. This is important 
because we must at least know that [f I(*> is real-valued when restricted to S$ 
in order that there be any inequalities whatever. We are interested in 
theorems that guarantee that the sequence II;(f), II:(f), . . . , II:(f) is 
monotonic with respect to s . If we begin with a known inequality fO d fk 
such that II:(f) = fO and IIi<f > = fk for some f E CS,, and we know that 
f is p.s.d., then each of the intermediate terms IIf<f ), 1 < t < k - 1, will 
also be p.s.d. We shall present two theorem of this sort. 
Associated with the maps II,k(*) are the maps _@(*), which we shall now 
define. Let G denote the group product S<S,) * S(Yn \ 3, ). In other words, 
G is the set of all u in S” such that (T(Y~) =.&. The double cosets of G in 
S,, namely the sets GaG where u E S,, partition S,. Moreover, if we let 
w0 denote e and let wt denote the product of transpositions (k, k + l)(k - 
1, k + 2)***(k -t + 1, k + t) for each t such that O < t <p, where p 
denotes mm{ k, n - k}, then { oa, wi, . . . , 0J is a set of distinct representa- 
tives of the double cosets of G in S,. If max{O, 2k - n] < j < k, then we let 
Hi denote Gu,__~G, and, if j < max{0,2k - n) or j > k, then we let Hi” 
denote the empty set. 
If (+ E H[_j then there exist g, h E G such that u = g wjh, so 
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since h(Tk) = g-i(Yk) =Yk. But clearly IS, fl wj(Sk)I = k - j. Thus, if 
u E H{_j, then 6(a) = k -j, so 
P/+7) = (“r’)/(z). (2.9) 
k 0 
-1 
If r E S’, and 0 < t < k, then we define L:(T) to be t or 0 according 
as r E H/ or r e H:. If t > k, then by Lt we mean 0. In other words, 
Lt is the indicator function for the double coset H:. Straightforward 
calculation (see Theorem 4 of [I9]> produces the dual identities 
+ i k-t s=t(k _)Lt and L’: = ~(-l,s-t(:~~)f’~, (2.10) 
s=t 
which hold for each integer t > 0. 
We define gk : @Sn 
f E CS,, and t > 0. Put differently, 
the double coset H:; 
then 
0 ‘t Zk(f) =f* 
Thus, since II! and gk are both the O-map whenever t > k, (2.10) implies 
the following. 
THEOREM 8. Zf n and k are positive integers such that k < n, and t is a 
nonnegative integer, then 
and gk(.) = i (-I)‘-‘( 5 1 :)fl:(*). 
s=t 
(2.11) 
We require formulas for the various differences Vq@ in terms of the 
qk, s > 0. Fortunately, these are available, for, according to Theorem 5 of 
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[191, we have 
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(2.12) 
for each t, q > 0. Note that it is not assumed that t + q < k; in fact (2.12) 
continues to be valid even when t + q > k. On account of (2.12) we have 
THEOREM 9. Suppose n and k are positive integers such that k < n. Zf t 
and q are nonnegative integers, then 
WI:(*) = i (k ; 4; pf(.). 
s=t 
(2.13) 
The binomial coefficient (k ,“, ‘) appearing in the above formula is 
nonnegative whenever t + q < k; thus, if t + q Q k, and f and g are 
members of CS, such that L@(f), gl > 0 for each s > 0, then [VqIIf(f>, 
gl > 0. Summarizing, we have 
THEOREM 10. Zf n and k are positive integers such that k < n, andf and 
g are members of 43” such that [gk<f ), g] > 0 for each s 2 0, then 
Pqn:(f), gl a 0 w enever t and q are nonnegative integers such that h 
t + q Q k. In particular, we have 
The various possible specializations of f and g produce some interesting 
inequalities. As a first application we shall obtain Theorem 4 from Theorem 
10. To do this we let f = 1 and we let g = K* for an arbitrary A E<. If 
t > 0, then let 1, denote the indicator function for H:, and note that 
( 1 f Xk(f) = 1,; 
hence, 
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Though different notation was used, Lieb [8] demonstrated that if 0 < t < k, 
then [I,]( A) > 0 for each A E Z$. In fact, this is the key result used by Lieb 
to obtain his inequality. Since the hypotheses of Theorem 10 are in force, we 
may conclude that [VqII,k(f), g] > 0. But in this case 
[WI;(f), g] = [v’n,k(l), $1 = V9[ P,“](A) = v9k,dA). 
Therefore, Theorem 4 is a specialization of Theorem 10. Other specializations 
are considered in the next section. Dual to Theorem 10 is the following. 
THEOREM 11. Suppose n and k are positive integers such that k Q n, 
and f and g are members of @s” such that each of the following statements is 
true: 
(a) Zj- 0 < t Q k, then (-l>k-f[L@(f), gl 2 0. 
(b) Zf 0 < r + s < k, then Vrl[P/-s(f 1, gll > 0. 
Then (- l)qVq[II,k(f ), g] > 0 whenever 0 < t + 9 Q k. In particular, 
Proof. kt 1, denote IIPj_t(f 1, gll for each t, 0 < t =G k. By hypothesis 
we have V’l, > 0 whenever 0 < r + s < k. Suppose 0 < t + 9 < k. By 
Theorem 9 we have 
V9W) = ?J” ;‘y) _qk(.) = y9 ( k - f - ‘)&(.). s=. 
Hence, 
Vqn:(f),g] = Y9(k-$-9)[xF+LfLgl 
s=o 
= yc9( - y( k - f - 9)1,_,,. 
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Substituting u = k - t - 9 - s, we obtain 
k;-9(-l)k-s-t(k - f - 9)Zk_,, 




= ( - 1>9 vk-t-qq. 
Thus, Vq[llE(f), g] = (-119 Vk-t-9Z9. Setting r = k - t - 9 and s = 9, 
we have r > 0, s > 0, and r + s < k; hence, Vk-‘-91q > 0. Therefore, 
v9[n:(f), gl alt emates in accordance with (- 119 as long as 0 Q t + 9 < k. 
??
To obtain Theorem 5 from Theorem 11 we let f = Q and g = K* for a 
fixed AE~$. Then [n,k(f),g]=[P~*~,KA]=[ptk*,XA)= J/,,k(A) 
for each t > 0. Also 
[gk(fh g] = [zk(Eh KA] = (:)‘I4 * d(A), 
where 1, is as above. That [lt * e](A) alternates in accordance with (- ljk-’ 
follows from the explicit formula in Theorem 6 of [20]; hence, condition (a) of 
Theorem 11 is in force. With respect to condition (b) we have 
[qkes(f), g] = (i)-hk-s * cl(A)* 
That 
V’1(~)-‘[Ik_~*e](A~I > 0 whenever O < r + s <k 
follows from Lemma 15 of [201. Therefore, we have (- 1>9V9[II~(f), gl = 
(- 1)9 V~I+!J~, kc A) < 0 whenever 0 < t + 9 < k. 
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The maps n,k(*) and 5$(a) were defined with respect to the set 4,, 
where n 2 k. We shall require the parallel development with respect to an 
arbitrary set that is bijectively equivalent to S,, so suppose A is such a set 
and 6 : S, --) A is a bijection. For each t such that 1 < t < n let A, denote 
@,, a,,..., 8,). Then An = A, and we let A0 denote the empty set. If 
0 Q t Q k, then we define P,” = a,flAk)flA, 1 At&‘fAk), or equiva- 
lently, if 0 < t < k, then we may set 4.+(a) = I(T-~(A~) n Akl for each 
u E S(A) and define 
As before, if t > k, then P,k = 0. In defining L! the group G becomes 
s(A,> - S(A, \ Ak), aid as in the previous case the double cosets of G in 
.%A,) partition s(A,>. We let w0 denote e and let ut denote the product of 
transpositions (a,, &+1).(8k_1, 6k+z).**(Sk_t+l, 8k+t) for each t such that 
0 < t < p, where p denotes min(k, n - k). The maps n,k(*) and zk(*) are 
then defined precisely as before with respect to the elements P;’ and Li, 
t > 0. Henceforth, our maps n:(e) and _@Y*) depend not only upon n, k, 
and t, but upon a set A and a bijection 6 : S, + A. Within this slightly more 
general context, if we understand that the maps lJ,k(*> and _@(a> are defined 
with respect to a set A and a bjection 6 : Yn -+ A, then Theorem 8 and 9 
continue to hold exactly as written. Theorem 10 however contains refers to 
@s,,; hence, we replace it with 
THEOREM 12. Suppose n and k are positive integers such that k < n, A 
is an n-element set, and 6 : 3” + A is a bijection. For each t > 0 define the 
maps II,k(*) and qk(*) with respect to A and S. If f and g are members of 
C!ZJ(A), such that [gk(f>, g] > 0 for each s > 0, then [W@(f), g] > 0 
whenever t and q are nonnegative integers such that t + q < k. In particu- 
lar, we have 
3. THE TENSOR SPACES: TWO CRUCIAL THEOREMS 
In this section we present a pair of theorems, Theorems 13 and 14, that 
involve tensor spaces and are crucial components of our method for obtaining 
inequalities. if V is a finite dimensional complex vector space, then we let 
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Un,(V) denote the set of all n-linear functions from V X V X a** X V (n 
copies) to C. Thus U@) is just V* , the dual of V. Of course, U”(V) is itself a 
complex vector space with respect to the usual (and natural) operations, and 
any inner product ( * , * > on V extends naturally to an inner product on 
Un,(V), which we also denote by ( * , - ). For more details see [14] or [15]. 
From now on we shall regard V as being a fixed nontrivial finite 
dimensional vector space of appropriately large dimension with inner product 
( * , * > that has been extended to the spaces U,,,(V), n > 0, in the standard 
way. Thus the notation U,,,(V) will be abbreviated to U,,. If A E U,, and 
B E UP, then A 8 B, the tensor product of A and B, is the member of U,;, +I’ 
such that 
(A @ B)(q,u,,... q,+& =A(ul,uz,...,u,)B(u,+l,u,+2,...,~,+~,) 
for each u1 u2,. . . , u,,+~ E V. Note that (IA Q BII = IIAl(*llBll. 
We define a group action of S, on U,,, which we extend to the group 
algebra CS,, thus converting U” into a @S”-module. If (+ E S, and A E U”, 
then we let oA denote the member of U,, defined by 
for all ul, u2,. . . , u, E V. It is easy to see that eA = A, and I = ( UT) A 
for each u, 7 E Sn. We extend this multiplication to @S” by defining fA to 
be &ES” f(a)oA for each f~ @S” and A E U,,. Note that if m E S” and 
A, B E U,,, then (aA, B) = (A, a-‘B); hence, if f~ @S”, then (fA, B) 
= (A,f*B). If B E U,,,(V), th en B is said to be decomposable if there 
exists fi,fi,...,f, in V* such that B =fi @fi 8 -*- @f,,. If B =f, @f, 
8 *.* Q f,, and T E S”, then we have 
and IIAII = l-&,ll y,ll. 
There is a well-known connection between inequalities for the gener- 
alized matrix functions restricted to Zn and the spaces Un. Observe that 
if CT E S, and Y = y1 8 yz o *** 8 y,,, where yl, yz,. . . , yn are in W*, 
then (crY,Y > = (Y, a-‘Y > = n:=,( y,, ygct,); hence, if A = [aij] is in 
%, h E C%,and yl, y2,..., yn are members of V* such that aij = ( yi, yj) 
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whenever 1 ,< i, j < n, then 
= (hY,Y), (3.2) 
where Y = yi 8 ys 8 --- Q y,,. Equation (3.2) immediately implies Lemma 1 
of [14], which implies that if f, g E @s”, then f s g if and only if ( gY, Y > 
Q ( hY, Y > for each decomposable y E Tn. 
If Y E Un then by pr we shall mean the member of Q=sn such that 
pr = (aY, Y > for each cr E CS,. Note that py is Hermitian for each 
Y E U,,. Moreover, each py is p.s.d. for 
h%gl= CPd aT-‘)g(T)g(a) = Cg(gg(u) (m-‘Y,Y) 
LT.7 u.7 
for each g E CS,. With this notation, if A and Y are as in (3.21, then we 
have K* = &, where &(a) = pr ( cr ) for each o E sn. Thus, Equation 
(3.2) implies that dh( A) = [h, ~~1 = (hY, Y ) = [h, Pr 1. 
Of course, one can consider inequalities of the form (gY Y > < (hY, Y ) 
without assuming that Y is a decomposable member of lf,,. This makes sense 
in case g and h are Hermitian, because Lemma 3 implies that both ( gY, Y ) 
and (hY, Y ) are real. Indeed, inequalities of this sort, discovered within the 
context of the spaces Un, often lead to new discoveries concerning generalized 
matrix functions. See for example [20], [13], [17], and [16]. 
Many of the inequalities for immanants and other generalized matrix 
functions have depended heavily upon a fact which is presented in the 
following theorem. This theorem is Lemma 5 of [14], and is the “crucial” 
theorem to which we referred previously. Others have used variants on this 
idea. See for example [8, 13, 18, 31. 
THEOREM 13. Zf N and P are positive integers, and o is a member of 
that is expresible as a product of disjoint transpositions (al, b,), 
~~~l),...,(ay b > where a. EY and b ??2 \SN for each i such 
that 1 < i < q, ihe: ( w( A 8 b>, AN@ B) 2 0 foF&&h A E UN and B E UP. 
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Theorem 13 guarantees us that if w is an involution of appropriate type 
then ( o( A 8 B), A @ B) 2 0 for each A E UN and B E UP. We wish to 
strengthen this theorem somewhat. For the type of o described above and 
for various members f of Q=SN+ r we may be able to replace o in the above 
theorem with the Hermitian element f*wf and maintain the inequality. Our 
next theorem is of this type. 
If f E CSN and g E CS,, then we define f Q g to be the member of 
CG, where G = S(YN) * S(YN+p/“J), such that if u E S’N and T E S(curl,), 
where _u”N =SNfP /S,, then <f @ gXor) =f(c+)g$r)), where 4 : S(YN) 
+ S, is defined by #(rXj) = r(j + N) - N for each j, 1 <j < N. Thus, 
if f E CS, and g E @Sr, then (f B g XC @ D) = (fC) 8 (gD) for each 
CEU~ and DEU~. 
THEOREM 14. Suppose g E CS,, h E Q=S,, and l’i, l?s, . . . , Fq are 
pairwise disjoint subsets of S,, P. Let r = UjJ= 1 ri, and suppose w is a 
member of sN+ p that is expressible as a product of disjoint transpositions 
(al, b,), (a2, b,), . . . , (a,, b,) such that (a) f 1 <i<9,thenaiEYN;(b)if 
1 < i < 9, then bi EJ$+~ \S,; (c) if i E r, then w(i) = i. Then for each 
A E UN and B E Up we have 
((f*SkP’f)( A Q B), A @ B) > 0, 
where Y = L’I!= ,SWi> and f = g 8 h. 
Proof. Clearly, f *LSYf = (Yf >*oWf) = <<Pf >*w<Pf )I*. Thus, 
((f *L%_F’f x A @ B), A @ B ) is real for each A E UN and B E Up. Ob- 
serve that if A E UN and B E Up then 
((f*yuYf)( A @ B), A @ B) 
=((ywYf)(A @ B),f(A @B)) 
=((~w~)(g~h)(A~B),(gsh)(AsB)) 
=((9mP')(gA @ hB), gA @ hB). 
Since gA E UN and hB E Up, it is sufficient to show that (U%cY7XC Q D>, 
C 8 D) > 0 for each C E UN and D E Up. 
Mindful of(c), we note that w commutes with the Hermitian idempotent 
9. Thus, WY = 3%~ = (P’)‘%J = Y”w = 9~9 = 9~9. Therefore, 
((Y&YXC 8 D), C @ D) = (Y(C 8 D), w(C Q D)). The rest of the 
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proof, though somewhat messy, is conceptually very simple. We will show 
that (fiC Q D), o(C Q II)) is a nonnegative linear combination of terms 
like ( o*(C’ 8 D’), C’ @ 0’) where C’ E UN, II’ E Up, and w’ is an involu- 
tion satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 13 with respect to N and P. 
For each i let ri = In, r, Y+. . . , yi,mi}, where we assume that 3/i,j < 
‘Yi,j+l for each j such that 1 <j d m, - 1. Let r/ = ri nYN, r,r = r-,/r/, 
ni = Ir;I, p, = Iry, ci = min{ni, pi} for each i. Then I’: = {ri, r, ~r,~, . . . 
~i,ni) and ri” = {Yi,n#+r, yi n,+s, * * * 7i.m I* If 1 Q i G 4, we let aij = 
) for eaAh j such that 1 < j Q m,. For each i we let 
W 
e have 
rsO=(~~)~l~o(~r)(~i) 9( r;)9( r;) wij9(rir)9( rl,‘). (3.3) 
Thus, we have 
= fi(Fo( y)( 7) 9( r$_v( rir) wij2q rjrp( r;) 
= j~oj~o-*j~o(fi(:)(:r)) 
9 
To simplify notation we let 9” = II;=rYU’,‘), Pr = 17;=r5Vir), and for 
each admissible sequence j = (jr, j, , . . . , j,) we let 
Let Y denote the set of admissible sequences, that is, the set of all sequences 
j = (j,>j,>...> j,> such that 0 < ji Q ci for each i such that 1 < i < q. With 
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these definitions the above is equivalent to 
Let fl = (y - N: y E I’,‘} for each i, and let $r = n!=ifiFl>. Note 
that 9”yr(C @ 0) = (9’C) @ ($7)). Moreover, since o fKes the ele- 
ments of r, w commutes with 9’, 9”, and pj for each j. Hence, (3.4) 
implies that 
(P(C @ D>> w(C @ D)) 
= j$ww)(( 9?L-qbjY9’)(C 8 D), o( c 8 D)) 
= CK(j)(mPj(( 9C) 8 (PD)),(9’C) d (PO)). 
i 
Let C’ =P”C and let D’ =yD. The hypotheses of Theorem 13 are in 
force with respect to C’, D’, and wpj for each j E W; hence, ( wpj(C’ @ D’), 
C’ o 0’) > 0 for each j. Since K(j) >, 0 for each j, we may conclude that 
(fiC 8 D>, o(C 63 D) 2 0 ??
4. IMMANANTS, YOUNG SYMMETRIZERS, 
GENERALIZED DIAGRAMS 
If (Y is a partition of n, then each o-tableau, S,, determines a pair of set 
partitions of y”, namely the partitions {R,, R,, . . . , R,) and {C,, C,, . . . , C,), 
where Ri denotes the ith row set of z for each i, 1 < i < s, and Cj denotes 
the jth colum set of S, for each j, 1 Q j d t, where t = (pi. From these set 
partitions we construct the row group 9a = S(R,) * §(R,) * *a* - S(R,) and 
the column group ga = s(C,) * s(C,> * *** * S(C,), which in turn lead to the 
row symmetrizer r, = C, Es cr and the column antisymmetrizer c, = 
c 7 E Gary. We note that in teaks of the Hermitian idempotents fiRi) and 
&Cj> = C, E ace )E(~)T, we have I 
The Young symmetrizer associated with the tableau S, is then r, c, . 
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From the Young symmetrizer r,c, generated by any of the various 
a-tableaux we may obtain the associated irreducible character A, of S,. In 






The formula (4.2a) appears on p. 108 of [12], while the others follow from the 
commutatively relation X, E Snop’fgcr = C, t S,Za-‘gfcr (see Lemma 2 of 
[I4]) and the fact that ra and c, are, as is implied by (4.11, nearly 
idempotent. The terms r,c,r, and c, racu appearing in (4.2) will be called 
alternate Young symmetrizers, and are certainly of more use to us, because 
they are obviously Hermitian and positive semidefinite. 
The formulas (4.2) all involve the map f + f”’ defined by f” = (l/n!) 
c I7 E S” o-‘fo for each f~ @S,. For example, (4.2a) asserts that A, = 
deg(A,)(r,c,)“. Replacing f by f^ normalizes f in the sense that the 
corresponding matrix function will assume the value I at the identity matrix. 
Young symmetrizers r, c, are already normalized, while the alternate Young 
symmetrizers r,c,r, and c,r,c, satisfy (r,c,r,>^ = I~%~l-~r,c,r, and 
(c,rac,)A = IFa’,l-‘c r c a a ai respectively. Clearly, the map f + f”’ projects 
CS, into the set of class functions on S,,. Moreover, it should be clear that it 
commutes with the normalization map, and hence preserves the set of 
normalized elements. We may now rewrite the formulas (4.2b) and (4.2d) as 
i, = ((c,rac,)^)” and i, = ((rac,ra)^)“, (4.3) 
respectively. 
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The map f + f” satisfies a monotonicity condition with respect to * as 
indicated in the following. This simple result, whose proof we omit, has been 
used by various other authors such as Heyfron [3] and James and Liebeck [6]. 
LEMMA 7. If f E 63, and f k 0, then fc’ % 0; hence, if f, g E @sn 
and f + g, then fc’ * g”‘. 
To use Lemma 7 to obtain inequalities involving immanants we first 
obtain an inequality involving alternate Young symmetrizers, and then trans- 
late it into an immanant inequality using the (*)” map. For.example, suppose 
(Y, p + n, and there exist an a-tableaux S, and a P-tableau 3 such that 
some one of the following inequalities holds: 
then i, d i,. This follows immediately from Lemma 7 and (4.3). Other 
such maneuvers are possible. For example, given partitions (Y and P, it may 
be possible to find positive semidefinite elemetns fi and fi such that 
fi b (c, racCa)*, (rscs rPjA k fi, and ft’ = fi’. Lemma 7 and (4.3) then 
immediately imply that is b iC,. This was in fact the maneuver used to 
obtain Theorem 7 of [14]. 
Recall that if G is a finite group and H is a subgroup of G having 
character x, then the induced character, which we denote by x T , is defined 
by X’(P) = IHI-‘CX(C+(+) f or each p E G, where the summation is 
over all u such that a-‘pa E H. Thus, x T = (lG]/] H 1)x”. The application 
that we have in mind is closely related to our next theorem, which is 
Theorem 6 of [14]. 
THEOREM 15. Suppose a = (aI, az. . . . , a,> is a partition of m. Let p 
and t be positive integers such that t < s, q > p for 1 < i < t, and p > aj 
for t <j < s. Let q,= (p’, CE~+~, . . . . a,) and let (Y, = (aI - p, a2 - 
p,. . . , a, - p). Then (A,Y, Y > > (((A.,, 81 A,+jf >*Y,Y > for each decom- 
posable Y E Urn. 
To understand this result, imagine separating the a-tableau into two 
tableaux by cutting along the line that separates the pth and ( p + I)st 
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columns. The tableau on the left then corresponds to (Ye, and the tableau on 
the right corresionds to (Y,. Theorem 15 relates Aa, which involves the 
original uncut tableau, to the induced character (X,, o bar)’ which is 
derived from the two tableaux obtained by completing the cut as described. 
As we shall demonstrate presently, there are inequalities that result from 
somewhat less drastic cuts. Moreover, the class functions associated with 
these cuts are actually multiples of the characters associated with certain 
generalized diagrams. 
Let N denote the set of natural numbers, and associate with each finite 
subset W of tV X N an array such that there is an empty box at position (i, j) 
if and only if (i, j) E W. We shall consider subsets W of N X N that have 
cardinality n, and we shall fill our arrays with the integers 1,2,. . . , n, thus 
obtaining a W-tableau S,. Associated with S, we have a row symmetrizer r 
and a column antisymetrizer c. Now, the product rc determines a left ideal in 
63, with which there is an associated character. We associate a character 
xw with this ideal defined according to 
which is the same as I%,/-’ c u-icrcu, (4.6) 
UE9, 
where ‘Zw is the column group of SW. Similar constructions have been 
considered by James and Peel [7]. If W arises from the partition (Y = 
(or, (ye,..., (Y,), that is, W is the set of all ordered pairs (i, j) such that 
I Q i < t and I <j < oi, then x w = A, and we have the formulas (4.2) 
We shall be concerned with the case where (Y = ((or, cy2, . . . , as, a, + 1, 
. . . , (Y,+~, . . . , a,) is a partition of m = u + v such that CY, > o,+r = (Y,+~ 
= . . . = 
%+k > %+k+lp P = %+l. and u is the sum of the first p - 1 
elements in the partition conjugate to (Y. We also allow the case s = 0, in 
which the first k elements of a are equal but greater than (Yk+ r. Thus, u is 
the number of dots in the (Y node diagram that are to the left of a vertical 
line spearating the ( p - 1)st and pth columns. That cr,+ i = p for 1 < i < k 
implies that the o-node diagram has a vertical edge of length k extending 
from the end of row s + 1 to the end of row s + k. We will consider cuts 
parallel to this edge one location to the left. 
Let F be an a-tableau, and let the last k elements of the pth column of 
9 be x1, x2,..., rk in the order writen. We will now obtain a sequence 
s;,s,,... ,g of tableaux from 9; By S, we mean S; and by S; we mean the 
tableau obtained from S, by removing the last element in column p, namely 
xk, and placing it at the top of comumn p. If 2 <j < k, then we obtain 3 
from 7 by moving the portion of the pth column that contains the integers 
xk-j+l> xk-j+z> * * * 7 xk to the top of the pth column without changing its 
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We let a0 = L, , and for each i such that 1 < i Q k, we let ai = 2 i, where 
xi is the character associated with the tableau q. If LY = (a,, (Ye, . . . , atI is 
a partition of n, then to make it easier to state results such as the following 
we set Q,, = n + 1 and oi = 0 if i > t. 
THEOREM 16. Zf the above hypotheses are in force, then we have 
VqQ, k 0 whenever q and t are nonnegative integers such that q + t < k. 
Equivalently, ((Vq@,)Y, Y > > 0 for each decomposable Y in U,,, provided 
thatq + t <k. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the theorem for any of the m! o-tableaux, 
so we shall further restrict ~according to convenience. In particular, we shall 
assume that the integers 1,2, . . . , u occupy, and hence exhaust, the first 
p - 1 columns of 9: Thus, the remaining columns contain only the integers 
U + 1,u + 2,..., m. With respect to the line separating the columns p - 1 
from column p, the integers 1,2,. . . , u are to the left and the integers 
u + 1, u + 2,. . . ) m are to the right. For each i such that 1 < i Q z let 
ri = C D ES(R )o, where Ri is the ith row set of 9 for 1 < i < z. Let 
r = lI~=,riri;=,,,+, rJ, and let c denote the column antisymmetrizer for 9; 
Imagine the tableau y’ obtained from 7 by deleting rows 1 through s 
and rows s + k + 1 through z, and let Ai, A,, . . . , AP be the column sets of 
7’. Cleary, F’ is a k X p array of size n, where n = kp. Letting 9’ = [xijl, 
we have AI = {xn, xZi, . . . , xki). The elements of 9’ comprise an n element 
set which we denote by A. We choose a bijection A : Yn + A such that the 
pth column, read from bottom to top, is a,, 6,, . . . , a,, and the ( p - 1)st 
column, read from top to bottom is Sk+ i, Sk+ 2, . . . , S,,; hence, 
‘It-i+l,p if l<i<k, 
si = 
Xi-k,p-l if k+l<i<2k. 
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We define the maps n,k(*) and Z$(*> for each t >, 0 in accordance with A 
and S. If 1 < i Q k, then we let ri = R,+i, and we let I’;ri \ Ix,,). Thus, ri 
is the ith row of 9’, and ri is the ith row of 7’ with the last element 
deleted. If 1 Q i Q k, then let h, = t-,+8 and let hi = C,, E SCrtj~. 
Recall that r is the product of the symmetrizers for the rows of 7 not 
involved in y’, and c is the column antisymmetrizer for 9: By c’ we shall 
mean the column antisymmetrizer for y, and for each t such that 1 Q t Q k 
we let pt = lI~L:hi17+= _ 
(cpi rc>“, 
J k t+ ih[i. Now, observe that (crpirc)” is a multiple of 
and that cp,rc is one of the alternate Young symmetrizers associ- 
ated with q. Moreover, c’c = cc’ = (k!)Pc and c’r = rc’; therefore, Gi 
= ((crpirc)c’)A = (( crc ,c’rc)c’)A. For each t such that 0 Q t Q k let C/J~ = ‘p. 
c’P~c’; hence, r&, = c’pOc’, an alternate Young symmetrizer for 9’. 
We intend to apply Theorem 12 with n, k, A, and S as already defined in 
this proof, so, as mentioned above, we define n:(s) and L$(*) accordingly 
for each t > 0. We let f, as in Theorem 12, be &,, and for each (T E 5, we 
let g(a) = (rcY, arcY >, where Y is a fured but arbitrary decomposable 
member of U,. First we shall compete n:(f), then we shall verify that 
[.@(f), g] > 0 for each t > 0. 
If 1 < t < k, then we let yt denote the transposition (c&+~, 6, _ t+ i> = 
(q@> rQJ. If 1 < i Q k, then the element q, which is involved in the 
construction of n,k(*) and _@(*I, is clearly nf= i-yj, while w0 = e. If q EY~_~ 
where 1 <j < k - t, then we let 
% = “l&JC”) = h @ki_9C”P Ll(o)+l) = “l$%?(“,.,-l~ ~~(“).p)~ 
o=l 
If j = 0, then we define C 
denote k - t. Then 
? E sz_, 7, to be e. Let d denote p - 1 and let b 
Pt = Ijhi,=klht = Cd!Ft( i=131hi)( fi  icljlhi)* (4*7)
But, on account of (3.3) we have 
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Therefore, 
For each 71 EY/_~ we choose a permutation crV E §‘k such that (‘Ye 0 ?Xi) 
= i for each i such that 1 < i 4 j; thus, ?a,0 ‘I = wj. Moreover, if 77 E&_ t 
then the permutation (Y,, induces parallel permuations 0,,, i, L$, s, . . . , O,,, p 
such that fI,,i E S;(Ai) for each i such that 1 < i < p, and 8Jrji) = x,~(~),~ 
for each j such that 1 <j < k. Let k$ = l-IT= le,, i, and note that 0, is in the 
column group of Y. Moreover, by construction we have e,~,e;’ = oj for 
each 77 EYE. The permutations L$ clearly permute the sets ri, I,, . . . , I-‘, 
amoungst themselves. Consequently, each of the mpas 0, commutes with 
l-l:= ,hi. But it is also the case that each of the permutations ($ permutes the 
sets qr;,..., r{ amongst themselves, so eV must also commute with 
nf=,h:. Thus, letting r denote Ilf=,hl, we have c’ny,,& = c’O,,lr~,,~~~lc’ 
= c’r( e,yq e; ‘)Tc’ = C’~O~ITC’ for each 77 E 3d. Consequently, the above 
and (4.9) imply that 
4, = (dyk i dj k 7 t 
i 1 { C’TOjd} . (4.10) j=o 
For each t such that 0 < t < k we let I, = c’rrwk _t~c’. Hence, we have 
zj. (4.11) 
In particular, we have 
f= 4. = (d!)-k idk-j ; lj. 
j=O 0 
Observe that 
g”(Z,) = (:)-‘I, if s = t, 
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and qk(l,) = 0 if s z t. This is because I,, where 0 < t < k, is 0 outside the 
double coset Gwk_tG where G = %A \ A,) * %A,>. Hence 
(4.12) 
On the other hand, Theorem 8 tells us that 
whenever o<ttkk; 
therefore, by (4.10, 
Recall that we defined g(a ) = ( rcY, u rcY > for each u E s,. We will 
now consider [II:(f), gl and [qk(f>, gl. Observe that 
[IIf(f), g] = c (c’ptc’)(u) <my, urcy) 
(TE §(A) 
= (c'p,c'rcY, rcY > = (crdj+c'rcY, Y >. (4.14) 
But c’ commutes with r and cc’ = c’c = (k!)Pc; hence 
[n:(f), g] = (k!)2p((cvtrc)Y,2’j. (4.15) 
If 0 < t < k we let At = (k!)2P( crp,rc), while if t > k we let At = 0. 
Note that if 0 < i, j G k, then Ai = A,(e). Moreover, on account of 
(4.15) we have [I’I,k(f), gl = (A tY, Y >. We now compute [gk<f), gl. Ob- 
serve that [zk(f), gl = [Ak,(c),), gl = (cI!)-~~~-~[Z~, gl by (4.12); hence, 
[zk(f), g] = (d!)-kdk-t C I,( a) (rcY, urcY > 
OE §(A) 
= (d!)-kdk-t((crZtrc)Y,Y). 
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But crl,rc = crc’rwk_tnc’rc = cc’~rq_tr?rc’c = (k!)2P(C~)rOk_tr(~C), 
SO 
[g”(f), g] = (d!)-kdh-“(k!)2p(((c7r)r~k_tr(m))Y,Y) =(@,Y,* 
(4.16) 
where 0, = (d!)-kdk-‘(k!)2P(c~rOk_tr~c). 
To show that [q”(f), g] > 0 for 0 < t < k we will invoke Theorem 14. 
The N + P of that theorem is now called m, and the N is what we are 
calling U. The element 9 is our r, and the element w is curr;ently wk_ t. 
Since Y is decomposable, there certainly exist elements C E UU and D E 
u ?,I - 11 such that Y = C o D. Finally, the column antisymmetrizer c factors in 
the form clc2 where ci is the antisymmetrizer for the tableau obtained from 
9 by deleting all columns beyond the p - 1st and c2 is the column 
antisymmetrizer for the tableau obtained from y by delting the first p - 1 
columns. Since cir E CSU and c2 E @S(4, \S,), there exists an hi E 
@SU, namely cirr, and an h, E CS,,,_, such that c = h, Q h,. We may now 
invoke Theorem 14 to conclude that 
[2@(f), g] = (d!)-kdk-t(k!)2p((c~ru~_trrrc)(C 8 D), C 8 D) 
=(O,(C~~D),CC~D) 20 
for t > 0. Thus, Theorem 12 guarantees us that W[IIf(f), g] = 
(WA tY, Y ) > 0 whenever 9 and t are nonnegative integers such that 
t + 9 Q k. In other words, V9A, b 0 whenever 9 + t < k. 
Clearly, r and pt commute, and there exists a positive number d such 
that r2 = dr; thus, At, where 0 < t < k, is a scalar multiple of the one of 
the alternate Young symmetrizers associated with the tableau q; hence, 
the normalized character Qt described earlier satisfies at = ((A ,)“‘)* = 
(A ,(e))-‘( At)” whenever 0 < t Q k. Consequently, Lemma 7 implies that 
Pat h 0 whenever t and 9 are nonnegative integers such that t + 9 < k. 
This completes the proof. However, for future use we introduce the elements 
W, t > 0, defined according to qt = (At(e))-l(Ot)c’ for each t such that 
0 < t < k. If t > k, then by qt we mean 0. If t > 0 and Y E Um, then we 
have 
‘I’t = e(-l,S-t(f+S and W,Y,Y) 20 (4.17) 
s=t 
by Theorem 8 and (4.16). ??
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In Theorem 16 a,, is the normalized character A,, while Qk is the 
character associated with the diagram K obtained by moving the last k 
elements of the pth column upward. In case p = a1 we are operating on the 
last column of S; and @‘K = ((hp Q Aot,) f I^, where p is the partition of m 
whose node diagram is fbtained from the o-diagram by deleting the last 
column. The inequality A, x ((As @ Ao$T I>^ follows from Theorem 15 
above. Actually, it is possible to refine Theorem 15 using exactly the same 
methods, but we do not believe that the more general theorem is likely to be 
more useful than the one we have proved. 
It would, however, be interesting to know which irreducible characters of 
S, are involved in the various elements @‘t. Using Theorem 9 of [16] it is 
possible to prove the following. We use i to denote the majorization 
ordering on the set of partitions. 
THEOREM 17. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 16, and let /3 denote 
the partition of m - k obtained from (Y by subtracting 1 from each of the 
elements %+lr a,+~,..., o&k. Zf p I- m, and h, is involved in @‘t, where 
0 Q t Q k, then (Y k p and Ar is involved in (As 8 hC,q)f. 
For example, suppose (Y = (7,5,4’, 22) and we let p = 4. In this case, 
we are cutting between the third and fourth columns, so the elements oO, 
Q,,, and a2 depend upon no irreducible characters other than those whose 
associated partitions are (7,5, 42, 22>, (7,5,4, 32, 21, (7,5,4,3, 22, l), (7,5, 34), 
(7 5 33 2 11, and (7 5 32,22, 12>. 7, ,7 
The problem of’ expressing the character associated with an arbitrary 
generalized diagram as a linear combination of irreducible characters is 
unsolved. However, a general result of this sort has been obtained by James 
and Peel [7]. We shall combine our attention to a special case. 
Suppose (Y = (a,, cy2, . . . . CX,,~~, lnwk) is a partition of m such that 
n 3 k > 0, and (Y,., if present at all, is at least 3. We allow the possibility that 
n = k. The p of Theorem 16 will in this case be 2, so we are cutting the 
o-diagram along a line between the first and second columns. Define @, and 
q as above with respect to an a-tableau 9: Then we have VqDt z 0 when 
t+q<k.Wewill express each of the elements @‘t as a linear combination 
of irreducible characters of S,. The characters involved are APO, A,,, . . . , Ask, 
where /I,, = (Y, and for each i such that 1 Q i < k 
pi = ( (Y1, ff2,. . .) c@-‘, ++y. 
To simplify notation we denote A, by Ai for each i such that 0 < i < k. 
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I_et the elements of the first column of 9 be wi, w2,. . . , w,, yl, y2, 
. . . , y,, listed from top to bottom. Similarly, let the elements of the second 
column of 9 be xi, x2,. . . , q., zi, z2,. . . , zk. Let the symmetrizer for the 
ith row of 9 be ri, and let pt = ni,:r, for each t such that 0 Q t < k. Let 
c be the column antisymmetrizer for S; and note that c is also the column 
antisymmetrizer for each of the tableaux S;,S,, . . . ,q. Note also that the 
row symmet$zer for z is pt. Thus, letting F(n, k, t) = C, E a,up,ccT, we 
have ap, = F(n, k, t)(m!)-‘F(n, k, t) f or each t such that 0 =G t < k. If 
t < 0 or t > k, then we define F(n, k, t) to be 0. We include the integers n 
and t in the notation because we shall also need to consider elements 
F(n + s, k - s, t) where s + t < k. These are defined analogously with 
respect to the tableaux s;S obtained from x = fl by moving the last s 
elements of column 2 to the end of column 1. Of course, the element 
F(n + s, k - s,O) is m!kP8 for each s such that 0 < s G k, so there is 
nothing to do in these cases. 
Since <o, = i,, we aSsume 1 < t < k. Note that pt_l = (e + 
(Yk-t+l> zk_t+ ,))pt; hence, 
F(n,k,t) =F(n,k,r - I) - Cap,-l(yk-t+l,Zk-t+l)C(T-l. (4.18) 
C7 
But we also have 
F(n, k,t) = F(n, k,t - 1) - &p,( yr, Zk-t+l)cf’ (4.19) 
I7 
for each i such that k - t + 1 < i < n, for, if we let (Y denote the 
transposition ( yc, tjk _ t + 1 ), where k - t + 1 < i < n, then (Y is in the col- 
umn group of Sand commutes with pt; hence, letting b denote k - t + 1, 
we have 
CUP,< Zj,, ,Zb)CU-l = CUP,( yi, z~)(ycau-l = CuaP*(Yi~ zb)acu-l 
v cr I7 
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Thus, letting d = n - k, we see that (4.18) and (4.19) imply that 
(d+t)~;(~,kt) =(d+t)F(wkt-1) - CUPS 
c7 
(4.20) 
But Coopt(wi, z&r -’ = 0 for each i such that 1 Q k < r-. To see this 
observe that (wi, xi) is in the row group of S; (xi, zb) is in the column group 
of Z and (wi, xJw,, z,Xx,, z,) = (wi. z,>, so 
c up,( wi, z&a-l = - C”Pt(wi, xi)(wit zb)(xi> z,)cu-’ 
c7 (T 
= - ; upt( wi, z&r-‘. 
By exactly the same argument we can show that C,up,( y,, z,)cu-’ = 0 
whenever 1 < i < b - 1. Therefore, (4.20) may be rewritten as 
(d + t)F(n, k, t) = (d + t)F(n, k, t - 1) - &r/+k(+-‘, (4.21) 
(T 
where 8 denotes Cy= r( yi, zb) + C,‘Jwj, zb). Let c1 and cs denote the 
antisymmetrizers for the first and second columns of S; respectively, and let 
c’ denote the product of the antisymmetrizers associated with the other 
columns. Thus, c = clcsc’. Observe that if we let CT denote the antisym- 
metrizer for the set {w,, wz, . . . , w,., yr, ys, . . . , y,,, z&, then CT = (e - B)c,. 
Therefore, (4.21) implies that 
(d + t)J+, k, t> 
= (d + t)F(n, k,t - 1) + cupt(e - O)cu-’ - ~up,ca-’ 
(T CT 
= (d + t)F(n, k, t - 1) + ~up&,c’o-’ - F(n, k, t), 
c7 
so 
(d + t + l)F(n, k, t) = (d + t)F(n, k, t - 1) + ~c~p~c:c,c’c-‘. 
I7 
(4.22) 
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Now, let 5 denote Eizl<xi, zJ + Cj+b(zj, zb), and observe that cp = c,(e 
- 0, where c; is the antisymmetrizer for the set obtained from the second 
column set of 7 by deleting the element zb. Hence, we have 
(d + t + l)F(n, k, t) 
= (d + t)F(n,k,t - 1) + Cup,c:c,(e - 5)cb-’ 
c 
= (d + t)F(n, k, t - 1) + ~up,+,c’6’ 
Lr 
~p&~(“i, zb)c’u-’ - c ~op,+;(z,, z&k-‘. 
j+b D 
If 1 < i Q t-, then (wi, xi)& = pt(wi, xi) = pt and (zb, wi>c:= c:(zb> wi) 
= -_c T; moreover, (zb, wi) commutes with c;. Therefore, 
= - ~~p,c;c;(~b,wi)(~i, $,)c’(Wj, +fl 
up&,(& ~&?‘a-‘. 
I7 
Therefore, CL= lc, up,c:c,(x,, zb)c’f ’ = 0. Similarly, 
c up,c:c;(zj, zb)c’a-’ = 0 if 1 <j <b - 1, 
(T 
so 
(d + t + l)F(n, k, t) 
= (d + t)F(n, k, t - 1) + F(n + 1, k - 1, t - 1) 
- c ~“,,,c& (zj, $,)c’d. (4.23) 
j>b m 
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But, if j > b, then 
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c uptc:c, ( zj, Zb)C’cF’ 
(T 
=c ~+T:c~ (e + ( zj, zb))cb-’ - F( n + 1, k - 1, t - 1) 
I7 
= F(n + 1, k - 1, t - 2) - &‘(n + 1, k - 1, t - l), 
since e + (zj, zb) commutes with c’. Thus, (4.23) gives us the recurrence 
(d + t + l)P(n, k, t) 
=(d+t)F(n,k,t - 1) -(t - l)F(n+ 1,k - l,t-2) 
+ tF(n + 1, k - 1, t - l), (4.24) 
which holds whenever t Q k. Thus, if t = 1, then we obtain 
(d + 2)F(n, k, 1) = (d + l)F(n, k,o) + F(n + 1, k - LO), 
yhich says that @i = [(d + l)/(d + 2)]jc, + [l/Cd + 2)]jc,. Since Q0 = 
A,, the inequality @a x @i, which is V9at b 0 in case 4 = 1 and t = 0, 
implies that i, + ii. Of course this inequality is also implied by Theorem 3. 
Moreover, it is in fact the first step required in its proof. If t = 2 then (4.24) 
says that 
(d + 3)F(n, k,2) = (d + 2)F(n, k, 1) - F(n + 1, k - 1,0) 
+ 2F(n + 1, k - 1,l). 
Since 
d+ 1, 






I+ + 1, k - 1,l) = =A, + $-& 




a, = -A, + 
d+3 
i,. 
In general we have 
To prove the above it is sufficient to show that the expression on the right 
satisfies the recurrence (4.24), for it clearly gives correct starting values. This 
is a routine but messy calculation whicn we omit. 
We shall now consider the elements qt, t > 0, defined above. In particu- 
lar, we shall express the element *a as a linear combination of the irre- 
ducible characters A,, A 1, A,, . . . , )L k. Let d denote n - k, and if j is a 
positive integer, then let ql) denote x(x - lxx - 2)*.-(x -j + 1). By 
(4.17) and (4.25) we have 
(d + s +j + l)(j+l) 
aj 
which, after some calculations, gives 
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where so(s) = [Cd + s + 2j + l)Cj+lJ-l. But 
%(-l)jk ,j)q(s) =y-jq+&) = (n +::-i;,,, 1) 
s=o + 
by direct calculation. Therefore, 
k (-l)‘(d + 2j + l)k,j,k,,_j,, 
*0= c hj. (4.27) 
j=O (n + k + l)(k+l) 
By (4.17) we have 9,, z 0. Morevoer, (4.27) is valid for any partition 
(Y = (cx,, ffa, . . ., cr,,2k, V-29. W e f ecus on this particular identity because 
some of its specializations have produced interesting results already. In 
particular, we shall consider the case where our partition is of the form (2”); 
hence, r = 0 and n = k. Since d = 0, Equation (4.27) transforms into 
IcI 
0 
= 2 ( -1)‘Pj + l)n(j)n(n-j)i, 
(n +j + l)(n+l) I’ j=O 
(4.28) 
But, for each j, 0 <j < k, we have pi = (2k-j, ln-2kf2j), so the hook 
formula for computing degrees gives 
Thus, if we multiply (4.28) through by 
obtain 
and take off hats, then we 
~o=~o-~l+~2--~+(-l)nA,~0 (4.29) 
since yb h 0. These inequalities were previously obtained by Heyfron [2] and 
shown to be valid for all Hermitian matrices. 
In the following we simplify notation by identifying a partition with the 
immanant (not normalized) that generates it; hence, if we write (4,1> - 
(2, 13) + 0 we shall mean AC4 I) - A,, 3 b 0, and if we write (22)A - (2, 12)’ 1 ) 
% 0 we shall mean iC2z) - i C2,1~) & 0. Letting n = 1, n = 2, and n = 3 in 
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(4.29), we obtain the respective inequalities 
(2) - (12) % 0, (2”) - (2, 12) + (14) % 0, and 
(23) - (2712) + (2,14) - (16) * 0, (4.30) 
which are generally known. 
Steve Pierce has shown that (32) k (23), though I do not believe the 
result was ever published. An examination of Pierce’s proof by G. D. James 
produced an alternative proof which was communicated to me by private 
correspondence: Pierce’s inequality follows immediately from the identity 
(32) - (23) = [((22) - (2,l”) + (14)) Q (12)] T 
+ K(2) - (12)) Q (14)] T 1 (4.31) 
which can easily be verified using the Littlewood-Richardson rule. James also 
demonstrated that 
(32,1) - (3,22) = [((2’) - (2,l’) + (14)) 8 (13)]’ 
+[(W - (12)) @ (15)lf 9 (4.32) 
from which it follows that (32, 1) - (3,2’) % 0. Other identities are derivable 
using (4.30). For example, using the Littlewood-Richardson rule it can be 
shown that (33) - (3, 23> + (24, 1) is the same as [((23) - (12, 12) + (2, 14) 
- (16)) @ (13)lT + [((22) - (2, 12> + (14)) Q (1 5)Jt; hence, 
(33) - (3,23) + (24, 1) x 0. (4.33) 
But Theorem 3 implies that (3, 23)A - (24, l>* * 0, moreover, by the hook 
formula, deg(XC3,,$ = 84 and deg(hC24,ij) = 42; therefore, i(3,23) - 
(24, 1) * 0. Adding this to (4.33), we obtain (33) - d(3, 23> % 0, which, on 
account of the fact that deg( AC33,) = 42, implies that (33>A % (3, 23)A. 
We shall give one final example. Substituting n = 4 in (4.291, we obtain 
qU + 0, where 
w, = (24) - (23,l”) + (22,14) - (2,l”) + (18). (4.34) 
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kt qb = (23) - (2',1') + (2,14) - (16). The Littlewood-Richardson rule 
gives us the identity [9= Q (I”)]’ + [‘I’, @ (16)If = (34> - (32, 23> + (3, 
24, I) - (25, 12>, from which it follows that 
(34) - (32,23) + (3,24, 1) - (25, 1') k= 0. (4.35) 
This inequality has various interesting properties, one of which we shall 
explore. We hope to eliminate the last two terms in this inequality. To do this 
we shall refer back to Theorem 16. In this case we want (Y = (Y,, to be the 
partition (3’, 23), and the integer p will be 3. Thus, we are cutting between 
the second and third columns. We produce the elements Q,,, @i, and a2 
associated with generalized diagrams as in Theorem 16. As above, Q,, is the 
normalized character associated A, = AaO, and @a, @i, and a2 depend 
upon the characters A ,,, A,, and As associated with the partitions (32, 23), 
(3, 24, 11, and (25, 12), respectively. Notice that these are precisely the 
partitions associated with the last three terms of (4.35). Observe that @s is 
the normalized induced character ([(25) 8 (l’)] t )^ . But this induced charac- 
ter has degree 2772; hence the Littlewood-Richardson rule implies that 
a, = $(A,, + A, + Al) = $,, + gi, + $i,. (4.36) 
CalculationsA similar to those used to produce (4.24) demonsirate thtt @i 
= $A,, + +A,. By Theorem 16, a0 - 2@', +Q2 = $ic,- &,A, + &A, t 
0. By the hook formula deg(A,) = 1320, deg(A,) = 1155, and deg(A2) = 
297; therefore, 
&(32,23) - +(3,24, 1) + (2”, 1') b 0. (4.37) 
Adding (4.35) and (4.37), we obtain 
(34) - $(32,23) + &(3,24,1). (4.38) 
But Theorem 3 implies that (3’, 23)A - (3, 24, 1Y = &x32, 23) - &(3, 
24, 1) k 0; hence, 
&(32,23) - $(3,24, 1) t 0. (4.3) 
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Adding (4.38) and (4.391, we obtain (34) - &(3’, 23) * 0. But by the hook 
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